Studies of tumors from human familial adenomatous polyposis, sporadic colon cancer, and mouse and rat models of intestinal cancer indicate that the majority of early adenomas develop through loss of normal function of the Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene. In murine models of familial adenomatous polyposis, specifically the multiple intestinal neoplasia mouse (Min) and the polyposis in the rat colon (Pirc) rat, most adenomas have lost their WT copy of the Apc gene through loss of heterozygosity by homologous somatic recombination. We report that large colonic adenomas in the Pirc rat have no detectable copy number losses or gains in genomic material and that most tumors lose heterozygosity only on the short arm of chromosome 18. Examination of early mouse and rat tumors indicates that a substantial subset of tumors shows maintenance of heterozygosity of Apc in genomic DNA, apparently violating Knudson's two-hit hypothesis. Sequencing of the Apc gene in a sampling of rat tumors failed to find secondary mutations in the majority of tumors that maintained heterozygosity of Apc in genomic DNA. Using quantitative allele-specific assays of Apc cDNA, we discovered two neoplastic pathways. One class of tumors maintains heterozygosity of Apc Min/+ or Apc Pirc/+ RNA expression and may involve haploinsufficiency for Apc function. Another class of tumors exhibits highly biased monoallelic expression of the mutant Apc allele, providing evidence for a stochastic or random process of monoallelic epigenetic silencing of the tumor suppressor gene Apc.
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epigenetics | genomic stability | loss of imprinting | X-inactivation U nderstanding the earliest genetic, epigenetic, and environmental events in adenoma formation may illuminate the range of mechanisms of tumor initiation and subsequent pathways of progression. In most sporadic cases of colon cancer, the first genetic lesion involves the gatekeeper tumor suppressor gene Adenomatous polyposis coli (APC), leading to growth of the adenoma (1) . Studies of tumors and normal epithelium from patients with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), heterozygous for an APC mutation, indicate that a single genetic lesion may itself have a biological effect-the one-hit hypothesis (2) . Frank tumor formation seems to require a balance of mutant APC alleles-the just-right hypothesis (3) . Early colonic adenomas with APC mutations can persist for up to a decade without further advancement (4) and may only progress to invasive metastatic disease by acquiring additional mutations or genomic instability.
Loss of function of the APC gene can occur through multiple alternative genetic mechanisms representing many different pathways of pathogenesis (5) (6) (7) . The acquisition of some form of genetic instability may be required to accumulate sufficient mutations or imbalances for cancer (8) . Reports of such instability include amplifications, deletions, gene fusions, and microsatellite instability caused by germ-line or somatic mutations in mismatch repair genes leading to errors in replication. Advanced colonic cancers in humans often exhibit chromosomal instability with large losses and gains of genetic material (9) . Except for microsatellite instability (10) , genomic instability is remarkably missing in most mouse models of intestinal cancer (11, 12) . Homologous somatic recombination is a more subtle form of genomic instability observed in human FAP and its murine models (13, 14) . Conservative somatic recombination between the centromere and the APC locus causes loss of heterozygosity (LOH); the resultant adenoma carries two mutant copies of APC/Apc. Is such conservative somatic recombination elevated over the whole genome in the cancer lineage?
Beyond genetic and genomic changes that trigger the initiation and progression of cancer, it is important to identify epigenetic differences associated with the cancer lineage. Epigenetic changes involve transmissible changes in phenotype that are not directly caused by changes in DNA sequence. On one hand, an epigenetic change can be caused by a developmentally programmed alteration of an upstream effector (i.e., a transcription factor) acting on downstream targets to control the cancer phenotype (14) . On the other hand, epimutation-either silencing or activation-can involve a somatically heritable effect on a single allele of a gene that impacts cancer.
The work by Grady et al. (15) reported an example of silencing of the E-cadherin gene in gastric cancer reflected by 100% levels of methylation of key CpG sites within the promoter region. The work also reported that a subset of tumors exhibits 50% methylation in these sites (15) . This observation may reflect monoallelic silencing in the neoplastic lineage or an admixture of normal stroma in the tumor. Programmed epigenetic change is expected to affect both alleles at a locus, whereas rare stochastic epigenetic change is expected to affect only a single allele. The heterozygous diploid condition can distinguish between these alternatives.
The involvement of epigenetic instability in cancer is shown by monoallelic changes in expression in the absence of changes in DNA sequence. The silent allele at an imprinted locus is activated rarely in colon cancer (16) . This change in state implies the loss of a maintenance function. By contrast, this report involves cases in which the genomically stable multiple intestinal neoplasia (Min) mouse and polyposis in the rat colon (Pirc) rat models of familial intestinal neoplasia generate adenomas through random epigenetic silencing of the WT Apc allele. Our detailed analysis of these exceptional cases shows that the WT Apc allele is silenced and maintained in a stable, monoallelically active state without detectable changes in DNA sequence.
Results

Genomic and Epigenetic Changes at the Apc Locus in the Rb9-Min
Mouse. To assess LOH in genomic DNA (gLOH) at the heterozygous Apc locus, we examined the percent contribution of each allele in gDNA from tumors arising in the Rb9-Min mouse (Materials and Methods). A total of 52 tumors and 10 normal adjacent tissue samples were examined for the ratio of their Apc alleles. The ratios of Min to WT center near 1:1 in gDNA from the control normal tissues, signaling maintenance of heterozygosity in gDNA (gMOH). In tumors, by contrast, the contribution of the WT allele varied from 8% to 50% without a clear delineation between the gLOH and gMOH classes of tumors. In an earlier report (17) , the distribution of allelic ratios had been bimodal.
Tumors were then examined for allelic biases in expression by assaying cDNAs generated from tumor RNA. Two tumors scored as gMOH yielded no detectable cDNA from the Apc gene, whereas cDNA from the control housekeeping gene ribonuclear protein Rpl10a was present (Fig. S1) . Thus, the level of APC RNA in these two tumors lay below the detection limit of the RT-PCR pyrosequencing assay. For the majority of the gMOH Rb9-Min tumors, the percent contribution of WT allele in both gDNA and cDNA varied from 8% to 45%. Interestingly, in 1 of these 52 tumors, the contribution of the WT allele in cDNA was significantly reduced compared with the contribution in gDNA (Fig. 1A) . We have designated this exceptional class of tumor as gMOH/cLOH.
Genomic and Epigenetic Changes in Colonic Tumors of the F1-Pirc Rat.
Stability of copy number and heterozygosity. The predominant early somatic genetic event in the formation of early adenomas in the Pirc (Apc Pirc/+ ) rat is also somatic recombination with LOH at the Apc locus (13, 18) . We have investigated whether these conservative events at the Apc locus are accompanied by genome-wide changes that affect diploid copy number. Array comparative genomic hybridization analysis was performed on DNA from two large (0.8 and 1.0 cm) colonic adenomas from two F344-Pirc animals (Fig. S2) . No significant alterations in copy number were detected.
Relative copy number can be conserved in the face of widespread LOH involving homologous somatic recombination. To determine whether LOH at the Apc locus is accompanied by genome-wide LOH, we examined the incidence of LOH across the genome in F1-Pirc rat tumors using pyrosequencing of allelic ratios at informative SNP sites (Materials and Methods). We chose SNP sites located at the distal ends of chromosomes to capture all proximal somatic recombination events. We previously showed that LOH in tumors in the Pirc rat involves the short (p) arm of chromosome (Chr) 18, resulting in two copies of the mutant allele in the tumor lineage. We tested a mode of 23 tumors from each of three or more independent F1-Pirc animals, examining 13 SNP sites on seven chromosomes (1, 4, 7, 10, 15, 16, and 18q) . This survey revealed that nearly all of the SNP sites maintained heterozygosity, showing allelic ratios close to 1:1, including SNPs on the long arm of chromosome 18 ( Fig. S3 and Table S1 ). One exceptional tumor showed loss of the ACI alleles for most of the distal arm of Chr 1 (Table S1 ). Thus, even very large adenomas in the Pirc rat can develop without detectable widespread copy number instability or LOH at loci other than Apc. Allelic ratios of gDNA and cDNA in colonic tumors of the F1-Pirc rat. We analyzed the percent WT contribution in gDNA and cDNA from normal colonic tissue and tumors from F1-Pirc rats. Material came from either spontaneously arising tumors in untreated rats or tumors in animals that were treated with the ulcerogenic inflammatory agent dextran sulfate sodium (DSS) to increase the number of colonic tumors. After harvesting a portion of each tumor for RNA and DNA extraction, the remaining portion of each tumor was fixed and sectioned for histological analysis. One of the gMOH tumors from an untreated rat was determined by histological examination to contain nearly 90% stromal cells, with very little epithelial contribution, and therefore, it was removed from further analysis. DNA from 67 tumors (34 DSStreated and 33 spontaneous tumors) revealed that the majority (47) lost the WT Apc allele (gLOH), whereas 20 maintained heterozygosity of the Apc locus (gMOH) (Fig. 1B) . The distribution between gLOH and gMOH classes was similar between untreated vs. DSS-treated F1-Pirc rats.
Quantitative pyrosequencing of the allelic ratio at the Pirc site was performed on cDNAs paired with each tumor gDNA sample. These assays showed that, regardless of treatment, each tumor that lost heterozygosity in gDNA also showed significant allelic loss in cDNA. Among the gMOH class of F1-Pirc rat tumors, onehalf (10/20) were also cMOH, with nearly equal contributions of mutant and WT Apc alleles. The remaining one-half (10/20) were gMOH/cLOH tumors with expression at the Apc locus that was dramatically skewed to the mutant Pirc allele. RT-PCR quantitation of mRNA levels. The relative level of transcripts from the Apc gene was measured by quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) ( Table 1) . gMOH/cLOH tumors showed a relative reduction in Apc transcripts compared with gMOH/cMOH tumors (Wilcoxon rank sum test, P = 0.003) and gLOH/cLOH tumors (P = 0.05). Interestingly, gMOH/cMOH tumors did not show a significant difference in the relative level of Apc transcripts compared with gLOH/cLOH tumors (P = 0.84). This observation reflects the conservative maintenance of somatic Apc copy number by the homologous somatic recombination process. Search for secondary Apc mutations in gMOH F1-Pirc tumors. To determine whether a second genetic hit had occurred in the gMOH tumors, we used traditional fluorescent Sanger sequencing to analyze gDNA from 6 of 10 gMOH/cMOH and 4 of 10 gMOH/ cLOH F1-Pirc rat tumors. Tumor DNA was amplified using PCR with primers for all 15 exons of the rat Apc gene plus exon-intron boundaries and the minimal promoter (∼1 kb) region. Beyond the Pirc mutation, two of gMOH/cMOH tumors carried mutations in Apc exon 15 that created premature stop codon mutations-one from a nontreated animal and one from a DSStreated F1-Pirc animal (Table S2) . No sequence changes in the Apc gene were found in gDNA from the other four gMOH/ cMOH tumors. Of the four gMOH/cLOH tumors, a single mutation in Apc intron 13 was found in one tumor (Table S2) , creating a splice acceptor that led to an alternatively spliced transcript that was shown by RT-PCR (Fig. 2) . This transcript carries a premature stop codon in exon 14 that is highly likely to be subject to nonsense-mediated decay, unlike the two exon 15 nonsense mutations described above and the Min and Pirc nonsense alleles. No sequence changes in the Apc gene were found in any of the three remaining gMOH/cLOH tumors, providing strong evidence for the existence of an epigenetic monoallelic silencing process.
Search for extragenic second mutations in gMOH/cMOH F1-Pirc rat tumors.
The molecular basis for the interesting gMOH/cMOH F1-Pirc rat tumors was investigated. In the absence of Apc mutations, constitutive mutations in the β-catenin gene (Ctnnb1) have been shown to activate the WNT pathway. However, no sequence changes were found in the region of Ctnnb1 associated with such activating mutations. Similarly, no mutations in Kras were found in any of the sequenced tumors. None of the gMOH/cMOH F1-Pirc rat tumors gave evidence for biallelic silencing by qRT-PCR assays of cDNA. Possible molecular bases for these gMOH/ cMOH tumors will be discussed.
Histopathology of F1-Pirc and Rb9-Min tumors. Histological analysis of adenomas has failed to find major differences between these gLOH and gMOH classes of F1-Pirc rat adenomas. Immunohistochemical staining for β-catenin showed similar enhanced accumulation of the antigen in the cytoplasm and nucleus, with coordinate loss of the lateral membrane-bound localization. Additionally, the pattern of staining by H&E showed no pronounced difference between the classes, with similar low levels of normal epithelial cell contribution except in the single case cited above where there was substantial stromal and minimal tumor epithelial contributions. In Rb9-Min tumors, staining for WT APC protein showed that the pervasive loss of normal APC antigen and increase in cytoplasmic and nuclear β-catenin are similar between gMOH/cLOH and gLOH/cLOH cases (Fig.  3) . Significantly, APC staining was undetectable in the nonepithelial stromal contribution within the tumor or surrounding normal tissue.
Discussion
Conservative Genome of Early Rb9-Min and F1-Pirc Neoplasms. The early stages of colonic neoplasia in the F1-Pirc rat model of familial colon cancer show no evidence of extensive changes in copy number over the genome (Fig. S2 ). These observations mirror prior studies in the Min mouse, including invasive stages of tumors in the small intestine of long-lived (SWR × B6)F1-Min mice (11) . The present study extends these observations of the stable genome to investigate conservative LOH over the genome in F1-Pirc rat tumors. Previous studies showed that LOH at the APC locus by somatic recombination was often found in early human FAP adenomas (19). Similarly, we have reported in Rb9-Min mouse and F1-Pirc rat tumors a similarly high proportion of LOH events at the Apc locus involving homologous somatic recombination (13, 18) . In this report, we tested whether early adenomas that lose heterozygosity of Apc involve genome-wide LOH as in meiosisa class of somatic instability. Examination of polymorphic SNP loci on multiple chromosomes by quantitative allele-specific pyrosequencing in F1 hybrids, including Chr 18, showed that LOH was largely restricted to the short arm of Chr 18 harboring the Apc locus. This finding indicates that somatic recombination over the whole genome is not enhanced in the tumor lineage but that the LOH events that occur on the short arm of Chr 18 are strongly selected in early adenomagenesis.
Interestingly, in one F1-Pirc tumor, we detected LOH on the long arm of Chr 1 (Table S1 ). This event may be a passenger event functionally independent of the LOH event at the Apc locus on Chr 18. Alternatively, this region of the genome may contain one or more modifier loci. We note that rat Chr 1 contains many genes with effects on cancer (Igf2, Igf2R, Dkk1, Rab38, and Hras). We note also that many regions on rat Chr 1 are Results are expressed as ΔC t using Gapdh as the control gene for F1-Pirc tumors for each allele-specific class. P = 0.007 for the null hypothesis that all of the samples are taken from the same population (Kruskal-Wallis). Pairwise P values are 0.05 for gLOH/cLOH vs. gMOH/cLOH, 0.003 for gMOH/cLOH vs. gMOH/cMOH, and 0.84 for gLOH/cLOH vs. gMOH/cMOH (Wilcoxon rank sum test). RT-PCR confirmation of alternative splice forms of the Apc transcript generated by a splice acceptor mutation in intron 13. (A) RT-PCR of tumors A and B using primers spanning intron 13. The PCR product from the normal splice form (primer set 2) is shown in tumor B (292 bp); it is also present in tumor A. Primer set 1 is specific to the alternative splice form created by the A-G transition mutation in intron 13. The 121-bp band is present only in tumor A. The differences in band intensity for primer set 2 in tumor A indicate that the alternative splice form is less abundant than the normal splice form. (B) Map and PCR primers spanning intron 13. Sequencing of the alternative splice form identified the sequence and position of the mutation that creates a splice acceptor.
Fig. 3. Immunohistochemistry was performed with antibodies to (A and B)
Apc protein (green) and (C and D) β-catenin (red; merged in E and F). B, D, and F are enlargements of the box in A and equivalent areas in C and E, respectively. Loss of Apc protein and an increase in cytoplasmic and nuclear β-catenin in tumor epithelial cells were observed for the gMOH/cLOH tumor as previously reported for MOH and LOH tumors (13) . Apc protein cannot be detected in normal stroma; it is detectable primarily in normal intestinal epithelium. (Scale bar: A, C, and E, 200 μm.)
syntenic to imprinted regions in the human genome, including human Chrs 6 (IGF2R), 11 (IGF2/H19), 15 (SNRPN and UBE3A), and 19 (PEG3). Many of these genes regulate the growth of cancers. In this single case of LOH across the q arm of rat Chr 1, the maternal (ACI) allele was lost, plausibly duplicating the paternal expression of many of the imprinted growth-enhancing genes (Igf2 and Igf2r). Indeed, cases of loss of imprinting may instead involve LOH through somatic recombination (20).
Tumors That Maintain Heterozygosity at the Apc Locus (gMOH). The most interesting groups of tumors in the Rb9-Min and F1-Pirc rat are those groups that maintain heterozygosity of Apc in their gDNA (gMOH). Under Knudson's two-hit hypothesis, one genetic hit alone would be insufficient to cause tumor formation. Interestingly, the gLOH vs. gMOH ratios are more evenly distributed in the set of Rb9-Min tumors (Fig. 1A ) than in the F1-Pirc rat tumors (Fig. 1B) . This finding may reflect the increased level of normal epithelial and stromal admixture in the nonpedunculate mouse tumors that are dissected from the small intestine. Alternatively, this broad distribution of allelic ratios may reflect the known polyclonality of Min tumors (21) or differences between tumors of the small intestine and the colon. By contrast, the high concordance between the majority of gLOH vs. cLOH allelic ratios in F1-Pirc tumors and between the gMOH vs. cMOH allelic ratios in normal epithelium indicates that these pedunculate colonic rat tumors are dissected with less admixture of normal epithelial and stromal tissue, resulting in more highly defined LOH and MOH classes.
Analysis of Admixture in Rb9-Min and F1-Pirc Tumors. To make rigorous distinctions between MOH and LOH classes, we investigated statistically the role of admixture in the analysis of these tumor classes for both the Rb9-Min small intestinal tumors and the F1-Pirc colonic tumors. The probability that a tumor is composed of any particular mixture of cells from the three classes was estimated by likelihood methods (Fig. 4) . This analysis indicates that the Rb9-Min tumors contain a significant admixture between gMOH/cMOH and gLOH/cLOH components (Fig. 4A ). It is estimated that 33% of the Rb9-Min tumors have a majority of cells from the gMOH/cMOH class, and 45% have a majority contribution from the gLOH/cLOH class. (The corresponding probabilities for plurality contributions are 45% and 51%, respectively.) These estimates may also reflect a high level of normal epithelial cell contribution to dissected Rb9-Min tumors. The estimated contributions to F1-Pirc tumors are more distinct ( Fig. 4B and Table S3 ). These tumors show a greater gMOH/cLOH contribution admixed with both gMOH/cMOH and gLOH/cLOH classes. Thus, admixture between LOH and MOH components is observed in adenomas of both the Rb9-Min mouse and F1-Pirc rat and may reflect the polyclonal nature of early intestinal cancer (21, 22) . A full statistical analysis of admixture is presented in SI Materials and Methods and Fig. S4 ; custom R code is contained in Dataset S1.
Absence of Detectable Mutations in F1-Pirc Tumors. The analysis of genomic Apc sequence in gMOH/cMOH F1-Pirc rat tumors revealed only two tumors with secondary mutations in Apc (Table S2) . No new mutations in the gene for β-catenin were found, suggesting that there are alternative pathways to early adenoma formation not involving the WNT, Apc, β-catenin axis but requiring either the Apc Min (mouse) or Apc Pirc (rat) predisposing mutations. Thus, we consider the interesting possibility that the gMOH/cMOH class of adenomas commonly develops through haploinsufficiency of Apc. The population of Apc RNAs quantified from these tumors ( Table 1 ) is composed of a 1:1 ratio of mutant to WT molecules. The Min phenotype is enhanced by heterozygosity for a KO allele of p27 (23). For example, tumor phenotypes are observed in p53/+ heterozygotes without loss of the WT p53 allele (24). The genomically stable processes of neoplasia in both the Min mouse and Pirc rat models for familial intestinal cancer in the human have opened an opportunity to discover noncomplementing genetic and epigenetic changes that would enhance any haploinsufficiency created by heterozygosity for a mutation in Apc (2).
Silencing in the Absence of Detectable Mutation in Apc. We investigated the possibility that adenoma formation in the gMOH tumors was owing to loss of function of Apc through epigenetic silencing. The two Rb9-Min tumors that lacked sufficient cDNA from Apc to amplify in the RT-PCR assay may have silenced both alleles through a programmed epigenetic mechanism. However, the limited amount of material obtained from Min tumors limited additional resequencing. F1-Pirc rat gMOH/ cMOH tumors did not show a significant reduction of Apc transcript levels as judged by qRT-PCR (Table 1 ). This finding excludes the possibility that these F1-Pirc tumors arose by biallelic silencing of Apc.
The remaining 10 MOH/cLOH F1-Pirc rat tumors provide the strongest evidence for monoallelic epigenetic silencing. This class did show a twofold reduction in the expression of Apc by qRT-PCR (Table 1) . Allele-specific analysis of cDNAs by pyrosequencing indicated that, as expected, the mutant Pirc allele was preferentially expressed. Sequence analysis of 4 of 10 tumors found that only 1 of these gMOH/cLOH tumors carried a new mutation in the Apc locus: an intronic mutation that leads to an alternative splice form. This mutant transcript likely involves the WT allele and would be subjected to nonsense-mediated decay, resulting in two prematurely truncated alleles. APC mutations resulting in alternatively spliced transcripts have been observed in FAP patients, with some of these mutations subject to nonsensemediated decay (25). Although we sequenced the exons and exon/intron boundaries of Apc in only four gMOH/cLOH tumors, it seems unlikely that the remaining six F1-Pirc gMOH/cLOH tumors all have intronic mutations that lead to nonsense-mediated decay. The major result is finding three independent cases of monoallelic epigenetic silencing.
Possible Mechanisms of Monoallelic Epigenetic Silencing. Do the cases of Apc silencing represent programmed events or the result of a stochastically initiated silencing event? Global changes in gene expression through a developmental programming may explain the two Rb9-Min gMOH tumors that failed to express Apc mRNA. By contrast, a stochastic epigenetic event would occur at random, be fixed early in tumorigenesis, and act in cis at the allele level. We interpret the adenomas that exhibit monoallelic expression of Apc to be a product of such a stochastic silencing event that was then fixed and propagated with sufficient stability to support selection for the neoplastic process.
Monoallelic expression of a locus can reflect one of several conditions: constitutional polymorphism for a regulatory element controlling the level of the transcript from the locus, an evolved regulatory mechanism that generates allelic exclusion, or an altered structure of one allele that can be somatically propagated. The fact that the Apc locus is expressed from both alleles in normal epithelial tissue from the intestine of the Rb9-Min mouse and F1-Pirc rat rules out a functional constitutional polymorphism. An evolved mechanism of allelic exclusion (in the tumor lineage) is unlikely, because many of the tumors maintain heterozygous expression of APC transcripts. Finally, the failure to detect a new mutation in the WT Apc allele in three independent colonic tumors of the F1-Pirc rat forces us to consider a cis-acting epigenetic mechanism that can be propagated in tumors. X inactivation in eutherian mammals is the paradigm for random, monoallelic epigenetic silencing that can be stably propagated in the soma (26). The molecular events associated with X inactivation involve expression from the inactive X chromosome, Xi, of the long, noncoding RNA X-inactive specific transcript (XIST) that coats the inactive X (27). Interesting recent studies of reprogramming in mouse epiblast stem cells through nuclear transfer show that, when XIST is removed from the inactive X, genes on the inactive X are not reactivated. Instead, the Xi state may be maintained through the histone variant macroH2A that also coats the inactive X but is not removed during reprogramming (28). Finally, cytosine residues in CpG dinucleotide sequences are often methylated at key regulatory sequences and act as a cis-limited mark of a silent allele. Cytosine methylation of the APC gene has been reported in microsatellite-unstable tumors in humans (29). However, examination of the mouse Apc promoter provides no evidence of methylation changes in tumors or during aging (30, 31) . It remains to be determined if a differential methylation mark is present at the rat Apc locus. Importantly, de novo CpG methylation is not required for the initiation or propagation of X inactivation in mammals (32). Alternatively, long-range protein-based silencing mechanisms (for example, with macroH2A) invoke cooperative binding. A paradigm for this behavior is the clustered binding of phage T4's gp32 protein to its substrate (33). Altogether, a range of molecular mechanisms can be investigated to explain the cis-acting monoallelic silencing observed in the gMOH/cLOH tumors. This report illustrates that the range of possible monoallelic and biallelic silencing mechanisms can be uncovered first through the analysis of cDNA from F1 genotypes.
We have developed informative models for familial colon cancer in both the mouse and the rat and have used quantitative assays for LOH in gDNA and cDNA of these tumors. Beyond the previously documented pathway of tumorigenesis involving LOH by homologous somatic recombination, we provide evidence for tumorigenesis by monoallelic and biallelic silencing of the Apc tumor suppressor locus in the absence of genomic instability. The F1-Pirc rat provides a large proportion of colon tumors that are highly enriched for epithelial tumor material. The residual level of admixture between LOH and MOH classes may be owing to the nonmedullary nature of all intestinal tumors, or it may reflect polyclonality as documented in the mouse and human (21, 22, 34) .
The discovery of monoallelic silencing at the Apc locus indicates that this platform can be extended to investigate the occurrence and phenotypic consequences of allele-specific genetic and epigenetic events over the entire genome. Informative F1 genotypes enhance the dynamic range by which to quantify allele-specific genetic or epigenetic events. It will be interesting to expand the narrow window of the Apc locus in this study to a genome-wide epigenetic analysis. Identifying the full range of neoplastic pathways and stages that involve monoallelic silencing can power studies of the genetic and environmental influences on this apparently random epigenetic process. Continued investigation by whole-genome and transcriptome sequencing of the gMOH tumor classes discovered in this study is also called for to determine the spectrum of mutations that would combine synthetically with the proposed haploinsufficient state of Apc.
Materials and Methods
Mouse and Rat Maintenance. We bred mice carrying the Min allele in cis to the Rb9 (7:18) translocation on the C57BL/J background (Rb9-Min) to increase the proportion of adenomas that maintain heterozygosity at the Apc locus (13).
Rats carrying the Pirc allele were bred on an F1 hybrid background that permits examination of allele-specific genetic and epigenetic events at all informative loci in the genome. Inbred F344N/Tac (Taconic) male rats coisogenic for the Apc Pirc mutation (F344-Pirc) were bred to ACI/Hsd (ACI;
Harlan) females to generate (ACI × F344)F1 Apc Pirc/+ (F1-Pirc) hybrids. The Pirc allele was genotyped as previously described (18).
Rats and mice were fed 5020 chow (Purina) with access to an automatic supply of acidified water. One-half of the rats were treated with DSS in the drinking water. These animals were given two 7-d cycles of 4% DSS (500,000 kDa molecular mass) starting at 40 d of age, with a 7-d break between treatments. Animals were maintained in standard cages under a universityapproved animal protocol in a facility approved by the Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care.
Tumor Harvesting. We designed the protocol for tumor dissection to optimize both the molecular and histological analysis of each tumor. Speed of dissection, quantity of material, and minimization of nontumor tissue are each important. Tumors were harvested at necropsy immediately after CO 2 asphyxiation. Colons in the rat and both colons and small intestines in the mouse were washed with Dulbecco's PBS. One-half of each small-intestinal mouse tumor (not including the muscularis) and a one-quarter wedge of tumor from the upper one-half of each rat colonic tumor were put into RLTplus buffer (Qiagen) and homogenized. This method reduced the extent of nontumor tissue in the resulting RNA and DNA extractions. Intestines with the remaining tumors were washed with 70% ethanol, fixed in 10% buffered formalin for ∼16 h (mouse) or 24-40 h (rat), and then stored in 70% ethanol. When a portion of a tumor had been taken into RLTplus buffer, the residual tissue was excised and fixed for histological analysis. Purity of the dissected material was assessed from sections of the fixed tissue either stained with H&E or analyzed by immunochemistry for enhanced β-catenin expression.
Extraction of DNA and RNA from Tumors. DNA and RNA were extracted from each RLTplus sample using the standard Qiagen RNA/DNA extraction kit with the manufacturer's protocol. DNA contamination of RNA samples was reduced to background levels by DNase treatment of the RNA during the extraction using the recommended on the column DNase treatment (Qiagen). cDNA was then generated from the resulting RNA using the Invitrogen SuperScript III reverse transcriptase kit (Invitrogen).
Identification and Confirmation of Polymorphisms and Mutations in the Rat
Genome. Standard fluorescent Sanger sequencing was used to confirm SNPs in the rat genome and identify new mutations in particular genes of interest in colonic tumors of the F1-Pirc rat. We identified SNPs using the Rat Genome Database SNPlotyper and chose those SNPs near the telomeric ends of chromosomes to capture any proximal somatic recombination events. To identify new mutations in tumors, all 15 exons, exon-intron boundaries, and 1 kb of the upstream promoter and alternative promoter of the rat Apc locus were sequenced as well as the hotspot regions of K-Ras (the sequence around the codon for amino acid G12) and β-catenin (Ctnnb1; exons 2, 3, and 4). All primers were designed using Primer 3 v0.4.0 (Table S4 ) (35). PCR protocols were optimized for Mg 2+ concentration and annealing temperature. Products were confirmed by agarose gel electrophoresis and treated with exonuclease I (0.5 U) and shrimp alkaline phosphatase (0.25 U) at 37°C for 30 min followed by heat inactivation at 80°C for 15 min. A volume of 1-2 μL was used to sequence in both forward and reverse directions with Applied Biosystems Big Dye v3.1, and the products were purified on Sephadex G50 columns. All products were run by the University of Wisconsin Biotechnology Core Sequencing Facility.
Determination of Allelic Ratios. To follow genetic and epigenetic changes at the Apc locus, we used pyrosequencing to quantify the ratios of the Min and Pirc single-base Apc mutations vs. their WT alleles. Confirmed rat SNPs covering the genome were used to detect any changes of allelic ratios in F1-Pirc tumor samples. For pyrosequencing, gDNA and cDNA samples were used in a PCR mix with the following final concentrations: 1× GoTaq clear buffer, 1.2 mM MgCl 2 , 0.2 mM dNTPs, 264 pM each primer, 0.6 U GoTaq Flexi (Promega), 8 μL DNA, and ddH 2 O to 50 μL (18, 36). The PCR cycling profile was 94°C for 3 min followed by 50 cycles of 94°C for 15 s, 57°C for 1.5 min, and 72°C for 2 min, with a final elongation step at 72°C for 10 min. Pyrosequencing was performed according to the manufacturer's protocols using Pyro Gold Reagents with a PSQ96 or Qiagen Pyromark MD machine and PSQ 96 v2.1 software (Biotage) ( Table S4) ; 40 μL PCR product were used per well. For samples run in the PSQ96, only sequence reads with single-base peak heights of over 120 units were included. All pyrosequencing assays were run in duplicate. If results differed by more than 5%, samples were rerun.
Statistical Analysis of Allelic Ratios. Two statistical methods-cluster and admixture analyses-were developed and applied to pyrosequencing allelic ratio data from gDNA and cDNA. In the cluster analysis, tumors were separated into three classes-gMOH/cMOH, gLOH/cLOH, and gMOH/cLOHusing computational and mathematical tools from the theory of Gaussian mixture models (37, 38). Computations were performed in the R system (39). Specifically, the gDNA, cDNA data pair from each tumor was considered to be a random draw from a mixture of three bivariate normal components, one for each of the named classes (SI Materials and Methods). From the fitted probability model, various predictions were computed, including contours indicating the posterior probability that a tumor arose from the gMOH/cLOH class given the gDNA/cDNA data. This mixture of bivariate normal distributions extends a simpler univariate normal mixture used previously for MOH/LOH analysis to available data (17) .
In the admixture data analysis, we recognized that each tumor sample could be an unequal mixture of three pure cell types-the same three types (classes) as in the cluster analysis, except that now these classes were viewed as properties of constituent cells rather than whole tumors. Furthermore, we reasoned that measurement error in the gDNA and cDNA channels should to be uncorrelated and that apparent within-class correlation in the first analysis would be attributable to admixture of different cell types within each tumor. Unknown parameters in the admixture model include class-specific mean values for the three bivariate pure cell classes constrained as in the cluster analysis, channel-specific measurement error variance, and tumor-specific mixing proportions over the three classes. To facilitate inference, we treated each tumor's vector of three mixing proportions as a draw from an unknown distribution over proportion vectors (a distribution that characterizes the tumor population in question [Rb9-Min or F1-Pirc]). Markov chain Monte Carlo computations were then developed to estimate the unknown parameters of the admixture model (SI Materials and Methods).
qRT-PCR. We performed qRT-PCR to determine whether overall APC RNA expression was diminished in MOH tumors. We used predesigned assays for APC RNA (TaqMan:Rn00560714 FAM-dye-labeled MGB probe; Applied Biosystems) and control GAPDH RNA (4352338E VIC dye-labeled MGB probe). The two assays were combined and run together for each sample. We used the ABI Taqman Gene Expression Master Mix at 1× concentration in 20-μL reactions with cDNA generated as described above. The samples were run in duplicate and analyzed on an ABI 7900HT machine using the recommended cycling conditions of 40 cycles with a 15-s 95°C denaturing step and a 1-min 60°C annealing/extension. Data were analyzed using the ABI program DataAssist.
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Amos-Landgraf et al. 10 .1073/pnas.1120753109 SI Materials and Methods 1. Model. Two probability models were used to analyze bivariate allelic ratios of mutant genomic DNA (gDNA) and mutant cDNA. The first model was a discrete Gaussian mixture model that provides for model-based clustering of the samples into three tumor classes. The class-specific mean parameters were constrained, and therefore, the expected gDNA value in the maintenance of heterozygosity of adenomatous polyposis coli (Apc) in gDNA and cDNA (gMOH/cMOH) class equaled the expected gDNA value in the gMOH/complementary loss of heterozygosity (cLOH) class; similarly, the expected cDNA values in classes gLOH/cLOH and gMOH/cLOH were constrained to be equal, which was justified by the measurement process. Otherwise, each class was allowed to have an unconstrained 2 × 2 covariance matrix. Owing to mean constraints, standard software could not be applied to fit the probability model; custom R code was developed to implement the expectation maximization algorithm and thus, estimate the means, covariances, and mixing proportions by the method of maximum likelihood. Data from normal tissues were included in the estimation but forced to arise from the gMOH/cMOH class. A second model was developed to analyze the allelic ratios. This admixture model aimed to go farther than the discrete mixture model by representing each tumor as a mixture of cells of three different pure cell types. Computations in this admixture model were more complex than the computations required for the first model, and they are developed fully here. We analyzed the polyposis in the rat colon (Pirc) and Rb9 data separately. The n tissue samples from one experiment provided bivariate data, DAT ¼ fðX i ; Y i Þ: i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; ng, measuring mutant allele ratios in gDNA and cDNA, respectively. In the admixture model, the samples {i} produced mutually independent data points. Furthermore, sample i was considered to be comprised of fractions of three pure cell types, with the fractions U i, j ≥ 0 and Σ 3 j¼1 U i;j ¼ 1. None of these fractions were observed, except for cases i that were normal tissue controls, for which we assumed U i = (U i, 1 , U i, 2 , U i, 3 ) = (1, 0, 0). For each tumor, the admixture vector U i itself was viewed as a random draw from an unknown distribution π(u) over the simplex
Computations were enabled by taking a finite-grid approximation to S 3 and thus, a vector approximation to π.
We supposed that measurements of gDNA and cDNA on a pure tissue comprised only of cells of one type would be bivariate normal, with means and variances that depended on the cell type but without any correlation in the measurement error. The lack of correlation between gDNA and cDNA measurements on pure tissue was a key assumption that allowed us to infer admixture rates in the actual tissue samples. It was justified considering that pyrosequencing was performed separately for gDNA and cDNA material and that variation attributable to the initial isolation of all nucleic acids from the tissue was probably negligible. We also assumed that the distribution of data in one channel (gDNA or cDNA) was not affected by state of the other channel. In other words, for mean parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , and b 2 , the mean gDNA measurement in pure gMOH cells was a 1 , and the mean gDNA measurement in gLOH cells was a 2 . Similarly the mean cDNA measurement in cMOH cells was b 1 , and the mean cDNA measurement in cLOH cells was b 2 . Fig. S4 shows these parameters as estimated from the Pirc dataset.
The contribution to gDNA/cDNA measurements (X i , Y i ) from the pure cells of one type was assumed to be normally distributed, where the bivariate mean depended on the type and there was one variance parameter for gDNA and one variance parameter for cDNA, regardless of type. A key element was having independent measurement errors in these pure cells (the apparent marginal correlation in data arose from admixture). Thus, X i and Y i were treated as independent given admixture rates U i , with gDNA data following (Eq. S1)
and cDNA data following (Eq. S2)
Conditional on the admixture rates, the unknown parameters were θ ¼ ða
2. Inference. The unknown objects were mean and variance parameters in the vector θ, admixture vectors {U i = (U i,1 , U i,2 , U i,3 )}, and the probability distribution π(u) over the simplex S 3 .
We placed a prior distribution on θ and π(u) and developed Bayesian computations by Markov chain Monte Carlo to simulate the distribution of these unknowns conditional on data DAT. We approximated the simplex S 3 by a finite grid of proportion vectors, denoted ugrid in the R code. This matrix was size 861 × 3 holding row vectors that represent possible realizations of each admixture vector U i . K = 861 came by taking a regular 40 × 40 grid over the unit square, keeping coordinates for which the values sum to less than one and considering these two values to be the first two entries of a possible admixture vector (the third being one minus the sum). Thus, π was a length K = 861 vector holding the probability distribution governing the U i values. In the Bayesian analysis, we placed a conjugate exchangeable Dirichlet prior over π, using a small prior mass α = 1 (S3):
Next, we placed a noninformative flat prior on the mean parameters a 1 , a 2 , b 1 , b 2 in θ, except that we insisted that all mean values exceed zero. We placed a weakly informative conjugate inverse-Gamma prior for the two variance parameters σ 
high, and we would have computed very similar estimates for a wide range of prior hyperparameters. We developed a systematic scan Gibbs sampler with separate updates for the means and variances in θ, the admixture vectors, and the mixing proportions π. (The following three subsections describe details of the Gibbs sampler.) After preliminary testing, we ran the sampler for 500,000 scans, saving 1 in each 100 states and basing posterior estimates on 5,000 putative draws from the joint posterior distribution. Output analysis indicated very good mixing of the Markov chain. Mean values of the output were used for parameter estimation. 2.1. Updating θ. The gDNA and cDNA measurements X i and Y i were conditionally independent given the admixture vector U i . The parameters a 1 , a 2 , σ 2 a refer to the distribution of X i , and b 1 , b 2 , σ 2 b refer to the distribution of Y i . Considering the similarity of gDNA and cDNA models, we show here only the Gibbs sample update rules for the parameters governing X i . Reexpressing the observation model from the previous section, we have (S4)
where
T holds the pure cell means, and (Eq. S5)
(In both c i and d i , the roles of U i, 1 and U i, 2 are reversed when considering the cDNA data Y i .) Using standard Bayesian arguments and a flat prior, we find the full-conditional distribution for the mean parameters a 1 and a 2 is (S6)
where posterior means are (Eq. S7)
and (Eq. S8)
The posterior covariance matrix is (Eq. S9)
The contributing quantities are (Eq. S10)
[S10]
(Eq. S11)
[S11]
(Eq. S12)
[S12]
(Eq. S13)
[S13]
and (Eq. S14)
[S14]
Thus, the Gibbs update of a 1 and a 2 arose from the bivariate normal posterior given in expression S6. We sampled it by sampling the marginal of a 1 and then, the induced conditional of a 2 given a 1 . We imposed the constraint of a 1 , a 2 > 0 in both updates.
Under the conjugate inverse-Gamma prior indicated above, the variance parameter σ 2 a has an inverse-Gamma full-conditional distribution. More specifically (Eq. S15),
[S15]
Analogous updates for the Y i parameters b 1 , b 2 , and σ 2 b are as above but with the roles of U i, 1 and U i, 2 reversed. 2.2. Updating admixture vectors. Tumor i has admixture vector U i , which has a complicated but discrete conditional distribution over the K possible rows in ugrid given the data and the parameters θ and π = (π u ). For a row u of ugrid, we have (Eq. S16) PðU i ¼ ujDAT; θ; πÞ ∝ pðx i ju; θÞpðy i ju; θÞπ u :
[S16]
In our implementation, we find the logarithm of the right-hand side by invoking the normal model from SI Materials and Methods, 2.1. and the estimated sampling model for U i . We renormalize for each i to get the full conditional distribution for each U i and then run the Gibbs update by sampling these discrete distributions one time each in parallel. 2.3. Updating mixing proportions. Given everything else, the vector π depends only on how many admixture vectors take each of the possible values in ugrid. By conjugacy of the Dirichlet relative to these multinomial counts (S17),
where s j counts how many U i values take value ugrid [j,] . This sample is by renormalizing independent and properly Gammadistributed variables.
Rpl10a -
Fig. S1. RT-PCR for the ribonuclear protein subunit Rpl10a in mouse Rb9-Multiple intestinal neoplasia (Min) tumors to assess cDNA qualitatively. Lanes 1 and 2 are tumors that maintained heterozygosity of Apc in the DNA fraction but were below the level of detection by pyrosequencing of cDNA for Apc. Lanes 3-6 are other mouse tumors, both positive and negative for cDNA. Fig. S2 . Array comparative genomic hybridization (aCGH) was performed using Nimblegen rat whole-genome arrays and two-color labeling (Cy5 and Cy3) with tumor and normal spleen DNA. Two male F344-Pirc animals and one age-matched male F344/Tac WT rat were killed at 9 mo of age. From each F344-Pirc animal (P1 and P2), DNA was isolated immediately after necropsy, starting with 50 mg from the largest single colonic tumor and spleen. DNA was extracted using the Qiagen DNeasy tissue kit. Comparative genomic hybridizations were performed by Nimblegen Systems in their manufacturing facilities in Iceland using the Nimblegen RGSC 3.4 isothermal rat aCGH chip with 385,000 unique sequence features and a median probe density of 5,303 bp. One aliquot of tumor (T) and spleen (S) DNA from each animal was labeled with Cy5, and a second aliquot was labeled with Cy3. Spleen DNA sample P1S was hybridized against WT spleen DNA (A). Reciprocal hybridizations of Cy5 and Cy3 were performed: P1T vs. P1S (B and C). Similarly, Reciprocal hybridizations of P2T and P2S were performed (D and E). aCGH plots were generated using NimbleScan software, and the data were analyzed using SignalMap v1.8. Fig. S3 . LOH analysis of F1-Pirc tumors for markers on chromosomes 4, 7, 10, 15, 16 , and 18q, not including markers for chromosome 1 (Table S2 ) using SNPs listed in Table S1 . Each point represents a tumor. Not all tumors were tested for all markers. No significant loss of the F344 or ACI alleles was seen in any tumors. The admixture probabilities for the majority or plurality of cells of each of the three tumor cell classes present in a given sample for both Rb9-Min and F1-Pirc as described in SI Materials and Methods. SNPs across the genome were used to detect significant deviations from the expected 50% contribution from each of the parental strains. Tumor X showed LOH on Chr 1q, with a cross-over between 46 and 131 Mb. Allele ratios in bold show gLOH on one arm of the salient chromosome. Seven other tumors from the same animal serve as controls. Chr, chromosome; ND, not done. *Six tumors were evaluated for Pirc. 
GGAAGACGACTATGAAGAT
The list of PCR primers used for either the mutation detection in tumors or confirmation and allele-specific pyrosequencing of SNPs. Alt primers were used to confirm the alternative splicing between exons 13 and 14 (Fig. 2) . Chr, chromosome. } } out <-list( data=cbind(gDNA,cDNA,tissue), mcmc=c(nsave,nskip), hyper=hyper, theta=thetasave, pi=pisave, ugrid=ugrid ) out } # a function to simulate a normal given it is positive cnorm <-function(mu,sigma,nsim=1) { u <-runif(nsim) tmp <-pnorm( -mu/sigma ) bar <-u*(1-tmp) + tmp foo <-qnorm(bar) # a bailout if bar=1 (i.e. if numerical error makes it hard to get the conditioned normal) x <-ifelse( foo < Inf, mu + sigma*foo, sigma*log(1/runif(nsim)) ) x } #############################################################################
